
The sound is fine; plenty loud, a general “laminate” tone that features the low end and low end sustain.  That said, nothing special.

UkeGuide

Scale Length Measured Scale Length Number of Frets Side Marker Dots? Body Style

Soprano 13.5 inches 12 Yes (at 5, 7, & 10) Pineapple

Sound Board Back & Sides Fretboard Bridge Radius Fretboard?

Laminate Mahogany Laminate Mahogany Rosewood Rosewood (Tie Bar) No

Nut & Saddle Compensated Saddle? Finish Overall Length & Weight Tuner Type

Plastic No SaGn 20.75 in., 13.8 oz. Unbranded Open Geared***

AcMon at 1st Fret AcMon at 12th Fret Nut Width Space @ 1st Fret* Depth @ 3rd Fret**

0.5 mm 1.75 mm 34.67 mm 8.32 mm (27.79 mm G-A) 21.36 mm

Makala MK-P Laminate Soprano Pineapple Ukulele

Cost 
(U.S. Dollars) $0 $1500

Value
Price exceeds value

Build Quality
CriMcal issues Appears flawless

Appearance
Plain Many appointments

Availability 
(At Mme of review) Difficult to find

Sound Quality
Poor

Volume
Soa/Muted Loud

Tone
Dark Bright

Price meets value Value exceeds price

Readily available

Excellent

Playability
Build makes playing easier

I am a big fan of pineapple ukuleles, as there is something to be said about the sound created by the extra material on the 
soundboard.  This is an older model that sMll has (straight) kerfing on the inside of the instrument.  The instrument plays 
well, and definitely features an expected laminate tone (warmer tone that accentuates the lower frequencies of the 
instrument) and features a standard Kala/import ukulele 35mm nut with narrow spacing and a thick neck.  One of the 
tuners had given out, and I replaced them with a set of Grover open-geared tuners that I had on hand (thus the 3.5).  It isn’t 
a bad ukulele, but it does have a dark vintage finish, and you can find beher soprano pineapples for less money.

$59 new

The main selling point is the pineapple shape, there are more interesMng pineapples, such as those by Ohana.

Accessories Included: None 
Video: UkeStuff.Info  

Darker tone, and sustain on the low end of the instrument.

3.5 Ukes

*Between Strings 
**Top of strings to bohom of neck 
***One tuner stopped working and all were replaced

Nut is under 35mm with very Mght string spacing, and a thick C shaped neck.  Playable?  Sure.  Could it be beher?  Yes.

Kala has “cheapened” more recent builds of this model.  Overall, it is well made (especially these older models…look for kerfing 
on the inside of the ukulele.

There are beher instruments at or around the price point, and Kala has cheapened the construcMon of newer versions 
of this model, and the $59 price point includes no accessories.  It isn’t a horrible price, but also it isn’t a great value, either. 

Decent volume and punch (expected with a pineapple)
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RaMng Summary Statement

Available from a number of retailers.

Build does not ease playing

https://youtu.be/iyMkkGELhRY

